Phishing is considered as a form of web threat and is the act of impersonating a website of an honest enterprise aiming to obtain user's confidential credentials such as usernames, passwords and other private or sensitive information. The Internet today is a medium of our everyday social and financial activities. Internet is also a platform for large and small organizations to expand business via e-commerce. As a result, the number of customers who rely on the Internet to perform procurements is increasing dramatically. Unimaginably large amounts of money are transferred through the Internet every day. This amount of money is very tempting to fraudsters and hackers. Hence, Internet users may be vulnerable to different types of web threats, which may cause financial damages, identity theft, loss of private information, brand reputation damage and loss of customers' confidence in e-commerce and online banking. In this survey paper we shall discuss existing phishing techniques in detail. We shall also take a look at 2 important algorithms that deal with detecting and preventing phishing attacks along with their effectiveness and shortcomings in order to carry out a Comprehensive study. The motivation behind this paper is to contribute in enhancing Anti-Phishing methods and preventing a dominant type of crime in today's day and age -Cybercrime.
Introduction
In 2016, a world without internet is unimaginable. Conducting almost all business and economic transactions online has become an integral part of daily life. Which opened up a new pathway for Cybercriminals. On a global scale, the annual cost lost in cybercrime is easily over $110 Billion. Web phishing is one of the most notorious cybercrimes and is responsible for more than 28% of the cyber-attacks causing e-commerce frauds every day. Sometimes the data obtained by phishing may be employed to cause social defamation, blackmailing and cyber bullying -all of which are illegal offences.
Phishing Techniques
 The most common phishing technique uses a URL which is masqueraded as if it originated from an authentic source that handles sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, bank account details or similar private data. When users submit this data through these fake URLs, the data is actually sent to the cybercriminals or hackers. With advancements in web technologies and high motivation to practice this form of cybercrime, more and more sophisticated phishing attacks are being carried out all over the world.  Phishers usually send out emails or links of fake webpages to a huge number of people, of which some are aware of phishing and dodge the bullet but others are likely to fall victim to the trickery. The URLs redirect victims to fake websites or webpages which are designed to look almost exactly like the originals. Next, the victims are asked to submit or update their sensitive and private information which obviously reaches the phishers instead of the supposed authorities.  Analyzing the URL via the browser or anti-virus and security software is the most direct way to tackle it. We discuss various methodologies used today and judge them critically and mention the shortcomings of major algorithms developed to handle web phishing.
 Till date, it has not been possible to devise a technique to accurately detect and get rid of these phishing attacks.
Hence, there is a strong need to analyze and understand current phishing techniques in order to develop and implement newer and better Anti-Phishing techniques.
Related Works: Although
Phishing is a relatively new web-threat, it has a massive impact on the commercial and online transaction sectors. Presumably, phishing websites have high visual similarities to the legitimate ones in an attempt to defraud the honest people. Social engineering and technical tricks are commonly combined together in order to start a phishing attack. Typically, a phishing attack starts by sending an email that seems authentic to potential victims urging them to update or validate their information by following a URL link within the e-mail. Predicting and stopping phishing at-tack is a critical step towards protecting online transactions. Several approaches were proposed to mitigate these attacks. Nonetheless, phishing websites are expected to be more sophisticated in the future. Therefore, a promising solution that must be improved constantly is needed to keep pace with this continuous evolution. Anti-phishing measures may take several forms including: legal, education and technical solutions. To date, there is no complete solution able to capture every phishing attack. The Internet community has put in a considerable amount of effort into defensive techniques against phishing. However, the problem is continuously evolving and ever more complicated deceptive methods to obtain sensitive information and perform ecrimes on the Internet are appearing. Anti-phishing tools, or sometimes so called fighting phishing tools, are employed to protect users from posting their information through a forged website. Recognizing phishing websites accurately and within a passable timescale as well as providing a good warning technique reflect how good an anti-phishing tool is. Designing a phishing websites has become much easier and much more sophisticated, and that was the motivation behind looking for an effective anti-phishing technique. 
Analysis of Phising Techniques

The Story of Phishing
Deceiving users into giving their passwords or other private information has a long tradition in the cybercrime community. In the early 1990s, with the growing popularity of the Internet, we have witnessed the birth of a new type of cybercrime; that is phishing. In 1987 a detailed description of phishing was introduced, and the first recorded attack was in 1995 [1] .
In the early age of phishing; phishers mainly designed their attacks to deceive English-speaking users. Today, phishers broaden their attack to cover users and businesses all over the globe [2] . At the beginning, phishers acted individually or in small and simple groups.
Usually, phishing is accomplished through the practice of social engineering. An attacker may introduce himself as a humble and respectable person claiming to be new at the job, a helpdesk person or a researcher. An example of using social engineering is urgency; by asking the user to submit his information as soon as possible. Risk of terrible results if the user denies complying is another tactic used to start social phishing, for example warn the user that his account will be closed or the service will be terminated if he does not respond. However, some social engineering tactics promise big prizes by showing a message claiming that the user has won a big prize and to receive it he needs to submit his information. Nowadays, as monetary organizations have improved their online investments, the economic benefit of obtaining online account information has become much larger. Thus, phishing attacks became more proficient, planned and efficient.
Phishing is an alternate of the word -fishing‖ [3] and it refers to bait used by phishers who are waiting for the victims to be bitten [1] . Surveys commonly depict early phishers as mischief-makers aiming to collect information to make long-distance phone calls [4] ; such attack was called -Phone Phreaking‖. This name was behind the origin of the -ph‖ re-placement of the character ‗f' in the word -fishing‖ [3] .
Phishing websites are designed to give an impression that they came from a legitimate party with the aim to deceive users into divulging their personal information. The phishers may use this information for dishonest intentions, for instance money laundering or illegal online transactions. While those phishers focus on individual customers, the organizations that phishers are mimicking are also victims because their brand and reputation is compromised.
There are several definitions of the term -Phishing". To have a good understanding of phishing and their attacking strategies, several definitions will be discussed. Some definitions believe that phishing demands sociological skills in combination with technical skills. As in the definition from the -Anti-Phishing Working Group‖ [5] :"A criminal mechanism employing both social engineering and technical subterfuge to steal consumers' personal identity data and financial ac-count credentials".
Another definition comes from Ming and Chaebol [6] : "A phishing website is a style of offence that network fishermen tempt victim with pseudo website to surrender important information voluntarily". A detailed description stated by Kirda and Kruegel [7] defines phishing as: "creating a fake on-line company to impersonatea legitimate organization; and asking for personal information from unwary consumers depending on social skills and website deceiving methods to trick victims into dis-closure of their personal information which is usually used in an illegal transaction". Some definitions assumed that the success of phishing websites depends on their ability to mimic a legitimate website, because most Internet-users, even those having a good expertise in Internet and information security, have a propensity to decide on a website's validity based on its look-and-feel which might be orchestrated proficiently by phishers. An example of such definitions comes from James [1] , who defines phishing as: -Attempts to masquerade as a trustworthy entityin an electronic communication to trick recipients' into divulging sensitive information such as bank account numbers, passwords, and credit card details‖. Since phishing web-sites request victims to submit their credentials through a webpage, it is necessary to convince these victims that they are dealing with an honest entity, so that a good definition was introduced by Zhang et al. [8] where they define phishing as: Phishing website satisfies the following criteria:
• Showing a high visual similarity.
• Containing at least one login form.
We may outline all previous definitions in one sentence: "Phishing website is the practice of creating a copy of a legitimate website and use social skills to fool a victim into submitting his personal information".
Phishing Techniques
Until recently, phishers relied heavily on spoofed emails to start phishing attacks by persuading the victims to reply with the desired information. These day's social networking web- sites are used to spread doubtful links to lure victims to visit phishing websites. A report published by Message Labs [9] estimated that one phishing email occurs every 325.2 emails sent through their system every day. Microsoft Research [10] revealed that 0.4% of email receivers' were persecuted by phishing emails in 2007. A report published by Symantec Corporation [11] substantiate that the amount of phishing web-sites that mimic social networking websites rose by 12% in 2012. If phishers were able to acquire users' social media lo-gin information, they can send out phishing emails to all their friends using the breached account. An email that appears to be originated from a well-known person seems much more trustworthy. Moreover, phishers may send out fake emails to your friends using your account telling them that you face an emergent situation. For example, "Help! I'm stuck overseas and mywallet has been stolen. Please send $200 as soon as possible". Nowadays, phishing websites have evolved rapidly, maybe at a faster pace than the counter measures. Compromised identifications and phishing toolkit are widely offered for sale on Internet black-markets at low prices [12] . These days, innovative phishing techniques are becoming more frequent, such as malware and Man-In-The-Middle attacks (MITM) [13] .
Phishers use different tactics and strategies in designing phishing websites. These strategies can be categorized into three basic groups those are:
1. Mimicking attack:-In this attack phishers typically send an email to victims asking them to confirm, update or validate their credentials by clicking on a URL link within the email which will redirect them to a phony webpage. Phishers pay careful attention to designing emails that will be sent to the victims using the same logos of the original website, or sometimes using a fake HTTPS protocol. This type of attack undermines the customer confidence in electronic trading.
Forward attack:
This attack starts once a victim clicks on the link shown within an email. He then redirected to a website asking him to submit his personal information. This information sent to a hostile server, and the victim is then forwarded to the real website using MITM technique.
Pop-up attack: Another method used by MITM
technique is urging victims to submit their information by means of well-designed pop-up window. The phishers persuade the victims that submitting their information through a pop-up window is considered more secure.
In order to accomplish their job, phishers use a set of intelligent tricks to give the impression to the victims that they are dealing with a legitimate website. Some of these tricks include using IP address in URL, adding a prefix and suffix to a domain name, hiding the true URL shown in the browser address bar, using a fake padlock-icon on the URL address bar and pretending that the SSL is enabled. These tricks make it difficult for the naïve user to distinguish a phishing website from a legitimate one.
Overall, one principle if committed by organizations and customers will guarantee the security of their information; that is: "Organizations and consumers should be awareof phishing and anti-phishing methods and take safety measure". Theoretically, this principle iseasy, but in practice, it is very difficult to implement since there are new phishing techniques appearing constantly.
Phishing attack life cycle
To combat phishing, we need to thoroughly investigate the nuts and bolts of the phishing attack. Following, we will describe the phishing attack life cycle.
• Planning: Typically, phishers start planning fortheir attack by identifying their victims, the information to be achieved and which technique to use in the attack. The main aspect considered by the phishers to pick their targets is how to achieve the maximum profit at the lowest cost and least possible risk. A phisher might need to breach the employee list in an organization, the organization news from a social networking website or the organization calendar. Common social networking such as; email, Voice over IP (VoIP) and Instant Messaging (IM) are used to establish communication between the phisher and the potential victims.
A classic phishing attack consists of two components: a trustworthy-looking email and a fraudulent webpage. The phishing emails contents are commonly designed to confuse, upset or excite the recipient. A fraudulent webpage has the look-and-feel of a legitimate webpage that it impersonates, often having a similar logo to the legitimate company, layout, and other critical features.
A survey published in ACM magazine [14] showed that Internet users were 4.5 times more likely to be victims of phishing if they received an invitation to visit a fake URL link from a person they knew. That explains why criminals target social networking websites. Efforts made by webmail providers in filtering phishing emails will de-crease the extent of the problem and reduce the time needed to stop phishing attacks since they are the first point dealing with phishing emails. However, most web-mail providers focus on filtering spam emails and they would be very happy if their spam filter catches phishing emails but without adding any phishing filters that may consume their resources. The main difference between spam emails and phishing emails is that, spam emails are annoying emails sent to advertise goods and services that have not been requested by the user. On the other hand, phishing emails are sent to get your personal information, which will be used later in fraud activities. The authors in [15] recommend stopping phishing attacks at this stage. The authors suggested dividing the email into several parts such as; subject line; email attachments and the salutation line in the email body. Then extracting some structural features from these parts and making some calculation to produce the final decision on the email legitimacy.
• Collection: As soon as the victim takes anaction making him susceptible to an information theft, he is then urged to submit his credentials through a trustworthy-looking webpage. Normally, the fake website is hosted on a compromised server, which has been exploited by the phisher for this purpose. A recent survey [16] Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY application susceptibilities. Sometimes, the phishers may use the free cloud applications such as Google spreadsheets in order to host their fake websites [17] . Nobody is going to block -google.com‖ or even -spreadsheets.google.com‖, thus, not only naïve users will be deceived, but also ex-pert users are less likely to block this website. In general, to reduce the possibility of being caught, phishers will exploit servers that have weak security or process loopholes operating from countries which have insufficient law enforcement resources [18] .
• Fraud: Finally, and once the phisher has achieved his goal, he then becomes involved in fraud by impersonating the victim. Sometimes, the information is sold on the Internet black-market.
The amounts of activities that take place within the first few hours of a phishing life cycle are the most important aspect of any attack.
Once the phishing website has been created and the phishing email has been sent to consumers, the anti-phishing tool should detect and stop the phishing website before the consumer submits his information as shown in Fig. 1 . Seconds are important in this situation. Taking down the phishing website is the second line of defense. If we cannot stop the phishing attempt then the spoofed email could reach the victim's mailbox.
An example of such an attack strategy happened when eBay costumers received an email claiming to be from the real eBay company asking customers to update their credentials so as not to freeze their accounts [19] . The email contained a link that seemed to point to the real eBay's website. As soon as the user clicked on that link, he was then transferred to a webpage that asked for his credentials, including credit card number, expiry date and full name. The phishing website had been designed carefully in an attempt to convince the user that he was dealing with a legitimate website.
Some phishers stay up to date with the news and design their attacks in conjunction with specific approaching events or disasters. This is what happened during -Hurricane Katrina‖ [20] . Once the announcement of the hurricane was made, phishers initiated their attacks by registering domain-names which masqueraded as donation and victims-aid websites. Phishers sent fake emails masked as Katrina news updates with links directing users to fake websites hosted in the USA and Mexico.
Why fall prey to phishing?
Phishing is an example of a bigger category of web threats called semantic attacks. Instead of focusing on the technical vulnerabilities, semantic-attacks focus on how humans interact with computers or how they assign meanings to the message contents [21] . A white paper published by Trend Micro [20] which is a worldwide leader in cloud security shows that the victims need on average of about 600 h to resolve the issue of identity theft. Commonly, users have a tendency to trust email messages and websites based on phony clues that in fact offer superficial trust information.
Several researches [22-25,14 ,26-28] have revealed that users are susceptible to phishing for quite a lot of reasons among them:
1) Some people may lack essential knowledge of existing online threats. 2) Although some users may have a good understanding of what does computer viruses, hackers and fraud means, and how to protect themselves from these threats; they may not be familiar of what does phishing means. Therefore, they cannot generalize what they knew to unfamiliar threats. 3) Although some users are wary of falling prey to phishing, they have not developed good strategies for recognizing phishing attacks. 4) Users may focus on their main tasks, while paying attention to security clues is considered a secondary task. 5) Some users may ignore some essential security clues in the URL address bar such as the existence of HTTPS protocol, and as an alternative they used the website contents to decide whether the website is a phishing website or not. 6) Some users are unaware of what does SSL protocol and other security indicators mean. 7) Some users may not notice warning messages, while some other users may notice these messages but they expected that the warnings were invalid. 8) Internet users may lack how the organizations that offer online services are formally contacting their consumers in case of maintenance and information update issues. 
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Phishing statistics
A report disseminated by Anti-Phishing Working Group [5] , which is a non-profit corporation established in 2003 focuses on reducing the frauds resulting from phishing, crime-ware and email deceiving, shows that 128,387 phishing websites were observed in the second quarter of 2014. This is the second highest number of phishing sites detected in a quarter, eclipsed only by the 164,032 seen in the first quarter of 2012.
The total number of URLs used to host phishing attack increased to more than 175,000 hosts in the second quarter of 2014, while that number was less than 165,000 in the first quarter of the same year. The most affected countries were China with 51% followed by Peru and Turkey with 44%. USA continued the top hosting country of phishing websites. The number of targeted brands decreased to 531 in the second quarter of 2014 after reaching 557 brands in the first quarter of the same year. The average number of phishing URLs per brand decreased to 134 URLs after reaching 147 in the first quarter of the same year. The ratio of IP address based phishing URLs increased in the second quarter to 2.4%. Over 20,000 unique phishing emails were sent monthly during that period. The most industrial sector targeted by phishers was the payment services with 40%, followed by the financial sector with 20%, while the attacks against auctions websites increased from 2.3% in the first quarter to 2.6% in the second quarter. Expert phishers have moved from traditional phishing to a new style of malware attacks in this quarter.
However, Ihab Shraim, the president and Chief Technology Officer (CTO) at MarkMonitor [29] said, "It is unlikely that traditional phishing willstop since the cost of producing a phishing attack is almost insignificant". A survey disseminatedby Gartner Inc. [30] which is an advisory and research company, reveals that phishing websites continue to escalate and costs US financial sector an estimated $3.2 billion annually. The same survey estimated that 3.6 million victims fall in such attack. A poll of 2000 US adults carried out by Harris Poll [31] showed that 30% of those surveyed have limited their online transactions, and 24% have limited their e-banking transactions because of phishing.
Phishing countermeasures
Legal Solutions
Followed by many countries, the USA was the first to enact laws against phishing activities, and many phishers have been arrested and sued. Phishing has been added to the computer crime list for the first time on January 2004 by Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which is a US government agency that aims to promote consumer protection. On May 10, 2006, the US president George W. Bush gave his orders to establish the President's Identity Theft Task Force [32] which aims to ensure that the efforts of federal authorities become more efficient and more effective in the area of identifying and pre-venting cybercrime attempts. On January 2005, the General Assembly of Virginia added phishing to its computer crimes act [33] .
On March 2005, the Anti-Phishing Act was introduced in the US congress by Senator Patrick Leahy [34] .
In 2006, the UK government strengthened its legal arsenal against fraud by prohibiting the development of phishing websites and enacted penalties of up to 10 years.
In 2005, the Australian government signed a partnership with Microsoft to teach the law enforcement officials how to combat different cybercrimes. Several prosecutions have been made as in 2006; a Florida man has been indicted with development of a phishing website that aimed to take advantage of the victims of Hurricane Katrina [35] .
In 2004, Zachary Keith Hill pleads guilty in Texas Federal
Court to law breaking related to phishing activity and was penalized to 46 months [36] . Although law enforcement officials successfully arrested, prosecuted and convicted phishers for the past few years [19, 20] , criminal act does a poor job of preventing phishing since it is hard to trace phishers. More-over, phishing attacks can be performed quickly and later the phisher may disappear into cyberspace. Therefore, law enforcement authorities must behave quickly because on aver-age the phishing website lives for 54 h only [22] .
Education
The key principle in combating phishing and information security threats is consumer's education. If Internet users could be convinced to inspect the security indicators within the website, then the problem would just go away. However, the most biggest advantage for phishers to successfully scam Internet users is that most Internet users lack basic knowledge of current online threats that may target them and how the online sites are formally contacting their consumers in case of maintenance and information update issues.
In general, although education is an effective countermeasure technique, eliminating phishing via education is a difficult and long-winded process and users have to dedicate a substantial amount of their time to studying the phenomenon. Moreover, phishers are becoming more skilled in mimicking legitimate websites, even to the extent of security experts being deceived.
Technical solution
Weaknesses that appeared when relying on previously mentioned solutions led to the emergence to innovative solutions. Several academic studies, commercial and noncommercial solutions are offered these days to handle phishing. Moreover, some non-profit organizations such as APWG, PhishTank and MillerSmiles provide forums of opinions as well as distribution of the best practices that can be organized against phishing. Furthermore, some security enterprises, for example, McAfee and Symantec offered several commercial anti-phishing solutions.
The success of anti-phishing techniques mainly depends on recognizing phishing websites accurately and within an acceptable timeframe. Although a wide variety of antiphishing solutions are offered, most of these solutions were unable to make decisions perfectly on whether the website is phishing or not, causing the rise of false positive decisions. Even worse, a recent study [37] demonstrates that some security providers have fallen victims for phishing attacks.
Hereunder, we preview the most popular approaches in designing technical anti-phishing solutions:
• Blacklist approach: Where the requested URLis compared with a predefined phishing URLs. The downside of this approach is that the blacklists usually cannot cover all phishing websites since a newly created fraudulent website takes considerable time before it is added to the list. This gap in time between launching and adding the suspicious website to the list may be enough for the phishers to achieve their goals. Hence, the detection process should be extremely quick, usually once the phishing website is uploaded and before the user starts submitting his credentials.
• Heuristic approach: The second technique isknown as heuristic-based approaches, where several features are collected from the website to classify it as either phishing or legitimate. In contrast to the blacklist method, a heuristic based solution can recognize freshly created phishing websites in real time [38] . 
Anti-phishing methodologies in literature
Detecting and preventing phishing websites is an essential step towards shielding users from posting their sensitive information online. Several approaches and comprehensive strategies have been suggested to tackle phishing. Antiphishing methodologies can be grouped into five categories: blacklist and whitelist based approach, instantaneous based approach, decision supporting tools, community rating based approach, and intelligent heuristic based approaches.
Below, we shed the light on common anti-phishing techniques by evaluating a list of related works and substantiating the need for an automated technique, as oppose to human involvement when fighting against phishing.
Blacklist and whitelist based approach
A blacklist is a list of URLs thought to be malicious. Blacklist is collected through several methods, for instance heuristics from web crawlers, manual voting, and honeypots. Whenever a website is visited, the browser refers it to the blacklist to examine if the current visited URL is present within the list. If so, this indicates that it is a malicious website and as a consequence, the browser warns users not to submit any sensitive information. Blacklists can be saved either locally on the user's machine or on a server that is queried by the browser for every requested URL.
The main aspects of blacklists are quantity, quality and timing. Quantity refers to the amount of available phishing URLs within the list. On the other hand, quality can be measured in terms of erroneous listing and is commonly known as the false positive rate, which means classifying legitimate websites incorrectly as phishing. This has a negative influence on users as they lose confidence and trust in the blacklist for each false positive reading, thus potentially ignoring the correct warning signals. The third and most significant aspect is timing, which plays a key role to ensure the effectiveness of the blacklist since most phishing websites have a short life span.
If the process of updating the blacklist is slow, this will give website phishers the opportunity to carry out attacks without being added to blacklist. Blacklists are updated at various speeds, in a recent study [40] scholars estimated that approximately 47%-83% of phishing URLs are displayed on blacklists almost 12 h after they launched. The same study ascertained that zero hours defence delivered from most well-known blacklists-based toolbars claimed a TP rate ranges from 15%-40%. Therefore, it is necessary for an efficient blacklist to be updated instantly in order to keep users safe from being phished. A survey published by APWG [41] found that 78% of phishing domains were hacked domains, and at the same time they were already serving legitimate websites. As a consequence, blacklisting those domains will, in-turn, add legitimate websites to the blacklist. Even if phishing websites are removed from the blacklisted domain, legitimate websites hosted in the same domain may be left on the blacklist for a long period of time, thus causing significant harm to the reputation of the legitimate website or organization.
Some blacklists such as Google's Blacklist needs on average seven hours to be updated [42] . A range of solutions has been deployed depending on the blacklist approach, one of which is Google Safe Browsing [43] . Another solution is Microsoft Ié anti-phishing protection [44] . Site Advisor [45] is a database-backed measure which is designed essentially to defend against malware-based threats such as Trojan horses and Spyware. Site Advisor comprises automated crawlers which browse websites then carry out tests and build threat assessments for every visited website. Regrettably, like other blacklists, Site Advisor cannot recognize newly created threats.
VeriSign [46] has a commercial phishing detection solution.
VeriSign has a web-crawler which collects millions of websites to recognize -clones‖ in order to discover phishing webpages.
One potential drawback with crawling and black-list approaches might be that anti-phishing parties will al-ways race against attackers.
Netcraft [47] is a small software package that is activated every time a user browses the Internet as shown in Fig. 3 . Netcraft relies on a blacklist which consists of fraudulent websites recognized by Netcraft and those URLs submitted by the users and verified by Netcraft. Netcraft displays the Anti-phishing methodologies in literature Detecting and preventing phishing websites is an essential step towards shielding users from posting their sensitive information online. Several approaches and comprehensive strategies have been suggested to tackle phishing. Antiphishing methodologies can be grouped into five categories: blacklist and whitelist based approach, instantaneous based approach, decision supporting tools, community rating based approach, and intelligent heuristic based approaches.
VeriSign has a web-crawler which collects millions of websites to recognize -clones‖ in order to discover phishing webpages. One potential drawback with crawling and blacklist approaches might be that anti-phishing parties will always race against attackers. 
Basic Statistics
The above table contain numbers that explain the statics in the bar graph above it, where 1H means First Half and 2H means Second Half of the respective years.
It was found that almost any business having its footprint on the internet could be a phishing target. Especially if a site handles personal data of users or non-users. There was a noticeable variety among targets in the year 2014. It was observed that the major targets were large and small banks in Latin America, India, and the Middle East.
Sources of spam by country (2015)
The US (15.34%) remained the biggest source of spam in Q3. Vietnam was second with 8.42% of global spam, compared to 3.38% in the previous quarter. China rounded off the Top 3 (7.15%) -its share remained unchanged from the previous quarter. Russia's share (5.79%) dropped by 2.03 p.p., pushing it from second to fourth position. It was followed by Germany (4.39%) and France (3.32%) -their shares changed only slightly compared to Q2
Conclusion
Phishing differs from traditional scams primarily in the scale of the fraud that can be committed. In order to combat phishing, business and consumers need to adopt best practices and practice awareness, educate themselves about phishing and anti-phishing techniques, use current security protection and protocols, and report suspicious activities. By doing so, they can reduce their exposure to fraud and identity theft, safeguard their confidential information, and For Consumers:  Automatically block malicious/fraudulent E-mail.  Automatically detect and delete malicious software.  Automatically block outgoing delivery of sensitive information to malicious parties.  Be suspicious. All of these technologies are available now and can be deployed by both consumers and institutions interested in protecting their customers.
